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Huake Limited

High protection fine pitch Led screen is standing out all products, it benefits from its incredible features, such as solid, dust proof, 
damp proof etc. Because of its excellent performance, it is broadly used in TV studio, broadcasting, rental stage event,  retail shop,
control room.    

Patented and innovative glue sealing technology, completely 
prevent product from collision, water and damp 

Translucent glue ensures leds keep original color and high uniformity, 
no effect on screen brightness and contrast.  

To apply high quality led lamp and high refresh 
IC makes a better color rendering, color revivification 
and more details even in low brightness mode. Excellent 
gray scaled performance even in low brightness.

Ups to 3840Hz high refresh rate keeps it high quality display 
performance even under professional camera, no water 
waves or screen flashing, totally meet the live show 
requirement.
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High protection      

Low brightness with high gray scale Professional Image with High refresh rate

Patented and innovative glue

3840hz
Shutter Speed 2000

Shutter Speed 2000
960hz



Black-faced leds without mask cover on module to improve contrast
and eliminate moire effect, it is the ideal solution for broadcasting or 
other application under camera.  

Die-casting aluminum cabinet ensures seamless and best flatness. 
Fast lock is applied to make installation and dis-assembly easy and quick.  

400mm*300mm and 500mm*500mm cabinets 
are optional for fixed installation and rental application. 

Durable and tough glue covers on cabinet, it is anti-collision and anti-shock, 
less led damage in production, packing, transportation, installation and 
dis-assembly. It is quite suitable for frequent moving rental applications. 
It also can be set in public places with crowds, such as shopping mall, 
metro station and train station

Huake Limited

Damp proof and waterproof screen to be used in high humidity environment. 
It can be set nearby water or on the sea, such as swimming pool led video wall 
and cruises display board.  Sealed led panel without mask, the screen surface is

smooth, dust on led screen can be cleaned easily by wiping.   
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Black-faced leds, no mask on module Die-casting aluminum cabinet and fast lock

Damp-proof and waterproof  Dust-proof 

Fixed & rental series    Durable and rigid cabinet 



Add: Floor 5, Building 5, Huafeng No.1 Science and technology Park, Xixiang Town, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, China.
Web: www.360digitalsignage.com 
Tel: 86-755-8306 8542
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Technical specifications

Pixel pitch(mm) 1.25 1.66 1.92 2.6 2.97 3.9

Pixel density (dot/M ) 640000 360000 270400 147456 112896 65536

Cabinet resolution   320*240 240*180 208*156 192*192 168*168 128*128

Scan mode 1/30 1/30 1/26 1/24 1/21 1/16

Max.power consumption

（W/M ）           
800 450 390 650 700 660

Ave.power consumption

（W/M ）           
270 150 130 220 230 220

LED encapsulation SMD 0808 SMD2020

Brightness（nit） ≥500 ≥800 ≥1200

Cabinet size（ ） 400*300 500*500

Cabinet weight（kg）  4.5 7kg

Refresh rate（ ）      ≥3840

Gray scale 16bit

IP level IP43/54

Working voltage DC4.5~5V

Input voltage AC100~240V 50/60Hz   

Working environment −10～40℃, 10%-90%

Cabinet material Die-casting aluminum

Life span 100,000hs 
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